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In Brief
Members of the BC Water Funders Collaborative have identified an opportunity to support BC Water

Leaders and deepen relationships by finding efficient, simple and effective strategies to align application

and reporting processes.  Through surveys and strategic workshops, we heard from BC Water Leaders

that multiple reporting and application processes pose considerable challenges on staff capacity, time

and resources that could be better spent on supporting impacts within the watersheds.

In early 2020, the BC Water Funders Collaborative initiated a pilot program to test and coordinate

opportunities to align funder requirements and increase efficiencies for the FNFC Water for Fish

Program. A meeting with six funders and FNFC took place in April 2020 which identified opportunities

and next steps for possible alignment of reporting processes.  Unfortunately - the pilot has been stalled

due to shifting priorities during COVID and understaffing.  The BC Water Funders Collaborative has now

transitioned to the MakeWay Foundation and has increased capacity to move this program forward. This

brief provides a summary of the work to date to aid in the transition to MakeWay’s management.

Background & Context
In Fall 2018, the BC Water Funders Collaborative conducted a survey of leaders to catalyze dialogue

about how funders could better coordinate to reduce administrative burden on leaders.  Leaders voiced

strong desire for aligned applications and reporting.   The results of the survey were shared with leaders

at the Fall 2018 Joint Funders/Leaders Workshop and provided the basis for dialogue around how

funders and leaders could proactively improve how they work together (see Joint Workshop

proceedings).

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_kmlU1dzB0q2By3ADDae1TBRlJTmBYly/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_kmlU1dzB0q2By3ADDae1TBRlJTmBYly/view?usp=sharing


At the 2018 Fall Funders Workshop, funders identified a concrete set of next steps to strengthen the

leader-funder interface. The proposed next steps included:

➢ Facilitate Aligned/Efficient Reporting: Where multiple funders are supporting the same project,
facilitate shared reporting opportunities. Invite leaders to contact Collaborative staff to help
coordinate possible alignment of reporting between multiple funders.

➢ Explore Opportunities to Align Applications: Explore the coordination and streamlining of
applications processes for grantees where multiple funders involved.  Review member
applications and consider alignment of applications on a case by case basis.

These activities had not been part of the Collaborative’s Core activities up to this point and there was

recognition that the work to increase efficiencies would require additional time and capacity of

Collaborative staff to undertake.

In 2019, the Collaborative staff and Steering Committee engaged in a facilitated multi-year strategic

planning process that expanded the scope of the Collaboratives priorities and activities and expressly

included priorities to support leaders’ capacity and recognizing this as a core mandate of the

Collaborate.

2020-25 Strategic Plan

Strategy 2: Increasing Water Leaders Capacity (New)
The capacity of freshwater organizations is increased through funder alignment and collaboration.

Key Indicators of Success:
● Amount of leader time spent on funder processes (applications & reporting) compared to $

received and project outcomes

● $ of funds allocated to projects as a result of Collaborative membership

● # of projects with 3+ Collaborative member funders that are aligning funder processes

In November 2019, members adopted the new 5 -year Strategic Plan and provided a mandate to move

forward with a pilot with FNFC - with FNFC Funders forming the de-facto working group.

See Appendix A: Chronology for background and links to key documents.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UdAbziu9TFiB3IKVdms1zQOTFLAnkVxzzrxTdlfXunA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UdAbziu9TFiB3IKVdms1zQOTFLAnkVxzzrxTdlfXunA/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ioe89rTNpftMdYC2eWHr397XbJ_esQqo/view?usp=sharing


First Nations Fisheries Council ‘Water for Fish’ Pilot

PARTICIPATING FUNDERS:

BCFLI (Tim Morris), Sitka Fdn (Carolynn Beaty), REFBC (Leanne Sexsmith), LUSH Cosmetics (Deena

Guffei), ECCC (Ian Rogalski), Vancouver Fdn (Niveria Oliveria)

IN BRIEF:

As part of its three-year strategic plan, the First Nations Fisheries Council Water For Fish Program has

relationships with multiple funders that are members of the BC Water Funders Collaborative and has

several different reports due to funders throughout the year. FNFC WFF expressed interest in working

with funders to align reporting requirements with the development of the WFF Evaluation Framework.

The impacts of COVID on communities makes it even more important to be maximizing efficiencies.

Collaborative is well situated to support the intentional alignment of funder reporting and other

processes.



COLLABORATIVE/FNFC WFF -  ACTIVITIES TO DATE

1. Aligned Application Process:

○ Collaborative hosted FNFC for presentation of 3 year strategic plan

○ Application to REFBC relied upon by other funders to streamline application process

2. Aligned Reporting Process

○ On April 28, 2020,  Collaborative staff convened a meeting between FNFC WFF staff (Rosie

Simms), FNFC WFF Program Evaluators (Dave Secord & Sara Hsiao) and Funders: Sitka Fdn

(Carolynn Beaty), ECCC (Ian Rogalski), REFBC (Leanne Sexsmith), LUSH Cosmetics (Deena

Guffei), Vancouver Fdn (Niveria Oliveira), and BCFLI (Tim Morris).

○ The purpose of the meeting was to identify practical ways to increase efficiencies of grant

process for FNFC with an initial focus on reporting.

April 28, 2020 Meeting

FNFC WFF Program Overview (Rosie - filling in for Susi on mat leave)

● DFO funds all of FNFC’s work except for WFF

● Moore Foundation funded WFF and then transitioned to 3 year plan

● WFF provides an interface between political organizations and technical aspects of the work

● WFF - launched under 2012 - aimed at safeguarding habitat and responding to threats (FNFC

priority #3)  Three pillars of the WFF work are: (i) Supporting a cohesive FN voice on water; (ii)

Strengthening capacity; and (iii) Advancing Aboriginal rights (advancing WSA engagement

framework)

● WFF Is not DFO-funded - more nimble and responsive to emerging FN needs (not just

priorities of Crown gov’t). Allows for deep exploration of Aboriginal rights and governance

issues - not driven by Crown model; thanks to philanthropic model

● WFF a niche program in a niche organizations -  a niche within a niche. it’ s a remarkably

expansive niche that touches on a number of issues. It is very timely - including DRIPA. It’s a

narrow thing but it's an expansive and inclusive initiative within that narrow niche.

● COVID-19 Impacts:

● Rethinking how we convene

● Maintaining continuity with FN water network

● Ongoing focus on advancing key strategic policy areas/resources

● Linking with watershed security stimulus efforts

● Hitting “pause” on expanding to additional EFN projects

● First Nations Fisheries Council is not a government nor is it an ENGO.

● WFF has secured charitable status to secure funds.

● The Water for Fish program is an outlier within FNFC. FNFC is mostly fish-focused and is funded

by the Province.  The Water for Fish program has been funded almost entirely through

philanthropy which has had a huge impact on the organization as a whole.  Philanthropy has

been very impactful in terms of what WWF has been able to do with unrestricted flexible

funding and what they could do further in terms of general support.   Small funders are having a

large impact.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19v9A_4eQviPydFcLgXmP5p5dE7Y7GtC0/view?usp=sharing


● Senior leadership with FNFC is expected to change. Important to have a strong narrative around

how WFF fits within FNFC.  WFF is providing some external architecture which is attracting

philanthropic funders. Not funding ind’al govts or NGOs but rather a representative council -

aligned and pushing the envelope on stuff that isn’t the usual conversation.

WFF Evaluation Framework

Sara provided an update on FNFC’s short and long term outcomes and evaluation framework.

● Grounded in Theory of Change - Mapped out core pillars and mapped out into 4 outcomes:

○ Informed, resourced, united and recognized

■ Coordination, capacity, impact, water rights

■ Coordination - collaboration/connection, alignment and coordination action

■ Capacity - resources and support, capacity and leadership ability

○ Water Rights - strengthened FN-Crown processes, integration of FN authorities, WSA

is implemented, Rights and title are advanced beyond WSA influence on water policy

● Impact: improved program, transparency and accountability, capacity to share learnings and

resources and tool

● Evaluation Questions

○ What difference is Water For Fish making?

○ Which tactics and processes are most effective?

○ How is WFF contributing to FNFC

○ What learnings can Water for Fish share?

● Existing Alignments:

○ FNFC - FN governance, inidgenous rights

○ Leaders - place based governance policy

○ BCFLI watershed governance crown-indigenous

○ OLW - Watershed governance, policy, engagement

○ WFF - nested within Indigenous rights and proirities within FNFC; contribute to at

least 5 main outcomes of leaders strategy, alignments around short and long term

priorities of BCFLI, WFF can contribute success stores to ate least 4 of its winning

condition

● Indicators:

○ 50 outputs and outcomes

○ 89 indicators tested -

○ 69 indicators reported on to date

○ 14 indicators directly align with BC Water Leaders strategy

● Impact Assessment (in progress)

○ Preliminary impact assessment; framed by 4 key outcomes

○ Rich quantitative and qualitative data

○ Reports n defined outputs and outcomes

○ Highlights impacts to date and learnings

○ Diverse use and audiences

○ Long term strategizing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B0EPODkNSrU_dGlYUTNjWC04VnNvLXJ1aVhERV8zTnNXdk9R/view?usp=sharing&resourcekey=0-5NTk0rSxD05uIRiCQ2CFtg
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B0EPODkNSrU_el84Zlp0RVczdG5PdHg5QWdMaGlSRnRiQXpr/view?usp=sharing&resourcekey=0-8dxoXfs14t2dP1uKWSYHKA


○ Sharing report and learning

○ Reporting

○ Partnerships

○ Share with visuals and adding to WFF’s detailed narrative

● Water for Fish - Key Achievements 2019-2020

○ Funders as key constituencies of this work

○ Accumulated outcomes - back to 2012 and when FNFC was created in 2007

○ Niche within a Niche

○ Collective voices - capacity building bundle of services, facilitator of collaboration with

gov’t, funders, NGOS, academics and others, advancing treaty rights (implementing

DRIPA) guidlng strategy while bein a n org that is not a rights holder

○ Interviewing a number of partners to add a qualitative piece to the quantitative piece

that Sara is guiding; what they are sharing qualitatively - what WFF is and what they

have done and what they can do to support to build capacity

○ This group is a test audience - for a whole bunch of people

■ Audience of funders - funders being quite diverse

■ Seeking more efficiency in reporting

■ Clear on framework and outcomes for the program;  a whole bunch of

audiences of which funders are just one.

■ There is a granularity to this work but there is a much broader picture in

mind around partnership and policies

● Observations about current funding arrangements:

○ Reporting not currently aligned: ECCC (April), LUsh next; BCFLI (June) REFBC (May 30)

Sitka (June - will accept REFBC’s report)

○ Funders are funding different aspects of the plan

■ Sitka/REFBC - WG Roundtables

■ ECCC - Fraser Roundtable / eflows

■ LUSH - eflows

● Increasing administrative efficiencies

○ FNFC WFF and its evaluators identified two potential options for increasing

administrative efficiencies:

■ Develop one reporting framework that will suit the needs of all the funders, or

■ Allow the FNFC to report against their self-determined outputs and expected

results, aligned with Water Leader Strategy

ISSUES/QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

➢ How much flexibility do funders have to adjust deadlines in a way that can be aligned between 1

or 2 or more funders? Aligning deadlines? Aligning narrative? Aligning budget?

➢ Can we align reporting into one narrative report? Possible options include:

1. All funders use one existing funder template;

2. A new collaboratively created template; or

3. FNFC’s impact assessment forms the basis of a common narrative

➢ How can this feed into the reporting (final and interim) and inform reporting process



See Appendix B: Meeting Notes for discussion regarding barriers, challenges of participating funder

organizations.  Key highlights include:

● Willingness and flexibility to align requirements to ease admin impacts on FNFC

● Most funders have flexibility around deadlines but where firm - best to align with organization’s

fiscal year

● Shifting deadlines may impact next intake dates as most funders require previous reporting to be

completed before next grant

● May be value in creating a common template as a tool for FNFC to inform development of its

narrative report.

● Some questions will inevitably be unique to each funder

● Several funders have fixed on-line reporting and are wary of adding their own “interpretation” of

events

● Question raised of whether there was value of having someone like Sara - as evaluator -

supporting the reporting process

POSSIBLE NEXT STEPS

1. Reconfirm FNFC reporting requirements in 2021-22

○ The Collaborative did not have capacity to move this initiative forward since April 2020

and the 2021 April fiscal reporting deadline has now passed.  Current status or reporting

requirements and fundraising needs to be confirmed to confirm the value of moving

forward with an aligned template.

2. Survey the funders to see who is on board and what is anticipated in terms of barriers, ideas and

concerns they have

3. Gather funders reporting templates/requirements and review? Can we create one reporting

template that captures most requirements? A collaboratively prepared template could identify

common questions as well as questions unique to individual funders and could be used as a tools

for FNFC in designing their narrative report.



Appendix A:

Chronology of Events

● October 2018: The Collaborative conducted a survey of leaders to assess leaders’ needs and

identify opportunities for funders to coordinate to reduce administrative burden on leaders.

Leaders voiced strong desire for aligned applications and reporting.

● November 2018: The results of the survey were shared with leaders at the joint

Funders/Leaders Workshop and provided foundation for facilitated discussion around

opportunities for funders and leaders to improve how they work together (see Joint Workshop

proceedings). At the Funders Workshop the next day, funders identified a concrete set of next

steps to strengthen the leader-funder interface.

● Spring 2019: The Collaborative identified 3 organizations that could benefit from alignment of

applications and reporting (FNFC, UFFCA, BCWFC).

● Summer 2019: Collaborative engaged in a facilitate multi-year strategic planning process that

included priorities to support leaders’ capacity and recognizing this as a core mandate of the

Collaborate. .

● November 2019: Adoption of new 5 -year Strategic Plan with strategy to maximize leader

capacity.  Mandate to move forward with pilot with FNFC. FNFC Funders forming the de-facto

working group.

● December 2019: Calls with Susi Porter-Bopp, FNFC, to explore opportunities to align with FNFC.

Introduced to FNFC Evaluators Dave Secord and Sara Hsaio (Dave is a former Tides Canada

employee and member of Collaborative; Sara used to work at Tides Canada).

● March 31, 2020: Meeting with Tim, Jennifer, Rosie Simms, Susi’s Mat Leave Replacement at

FNFC, Dave and Sara to explore alignment between funders and FNFC, especially around

reporting. .

● April 28, 2020: Meeting with FNFC and funders with evaluators to explore options. (See Tim’s

slides).  The goals of the meeting were to identify practical ways to increase efficiencies of grant

process for FNFC with an initial focus on reporting.  FNFC staff provided background to the

program and FNFC Evaluators provided a presentation on FNFC WFF Evaluation Framework.

Discussion followed to identify next steps.

● May 2020-2021: Program significantly delayed due to understaffing at the BC Water Funders

Collaborative and shift in priorities due to pandemic and staff  transition to MakeWay Fdn.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_kmlU1dzB0q2By3ADDae1TBRlJTmBYly/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_kmlU1dzB0q2By3ADDae1TBRlJTmBYly/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UdAbziu9TFiB3IKVdms1zQOTFLAnkVxzzrxTdlfXunA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UdAbziu9TFiB3IKVdms1zQOTFLAnkVxzzrxTdlfXunA/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CNBmGPrt_xHgVEoFBgh5kZ2T86IY7fiF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ioe89rTNpftMdYC2eWHr397XbJ_esQqo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PBPDKdW8bXqqaBTRVQjtvIgaVGUe8tAx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PBPDKdW8bXqqaBTRVQjtvIgaVGUe8tAx/view?usp=sharing


Appendix B

Meeting Notes

April 28, 2020

How much flexibility do funders have to adjust deadlines in a way that can be aligned between 1 or 2

or more funders?

● Leanne: REFBC can be as flexible as needed. Having an update once a year is helpful but can

stretch that to 18 months. Can can be flexible with deadlines just needs to be changed in our

system. Our interim report deadline for WFF is May this year.

● Carolynn: Sitka encourages grantees to work with the fiscal that an org has as you’re doing a lot

of that work anyway.  Align reporting to work with your accountant.

○ FNFC is on a March 31st fiscal; and then our reporting happens within a few weeks after.

It is challenging for FNFC finance to have staggered reporting. Full reporting by mid-April

is helpful.

● Ian: ECCC is limited to March 31st fiscal year end - within 30 days end of fiscal. Flexibility beyond

that is a matter of an enforcement. ECCC doesn't’ come down on folks for a couple of weeks.

We’re not going to be clawing money back because a project is a couple of weeks past deadline.

Minimal degree of flexibility in theory but in practice can be more accommodating. A lot of us are

funders of orgs with smaller admin capacity and we’re conscious of the scale of organization that

you’re working with.

○ It is common for FN to work towards gov’t fiscal March 31

○ Clarifying question - you (Ian) are working inside the biggest bureaucracy yet you are a

pretty flexibility and accommodating guy.  Is there a way to document the agreement so

that if you have a successor - the organization is bound?

○ IR:  short answer is yes. We are not one of the big national ECCC programs with millions

of dollars with hundreds of projects. The delivery model here and scale of operations is a

bit different. This relationship between  ECCC - with WFF and Collaborative - could

probably get to something like that - but challenging to management. Worth it if

programming stays the same. If the project attracted more resources - it would be getting

more attention and attract more rigidity.

● Niveria: Vancouver Fdn can be flexible. One of the ways that I've seen people get stuck is if they

go to apply for the next grant - then the new application can be rejected or delayed if the

previous report is not in.  If we shift reporting deadlines, we need to think about whether we are

creating unintended consequence of not being able to apply for next round

○ Value in knowing intake dates

○ Vancouver Fdn has January and July intake; and continuous intake with decision by the

end of the following month. Moved to quarterly - fall cycle shifting again (no july and

quarterly cycles through to Dec) some sort of condensed grant cycle

○ If a group wants to apply in Jan - best to get report in Nov;  for July - get report in May -

those are current grant cycles. Progress reports can be moved all around but if you move



your input date - can you reasonably demonstrate that you’ve used the funding before

final date

● Deena: LUSH is pretty similar - we have an ongoing intake and ask that report be in before the

next application. We don’t have to present to a Board so grants are managed by each grantmaker.

We do our diligence to understand each project and are pretty flexible on a case by case basis.

● Does  alignment around mid-April work for everyone?

○ Yes -  Leanne, ian, Niveria, Deena, Carolyn

Can we align reporting into one narrative report?

Possible options include:

4. All funders use one existing funder template;

5. A new collaboratively created template; or

6. FNFC’s impact assessment forms the basis of a common narrative

● Carolyn (Sitka): Many different organizations involved and each have their own rules - charitable,

non for profit, corporate and gov’t.  Different types of questions are asked for one type of

organization that aren’t important to the others but still need to be addressed.   The vast majority

of narrative should be replicative. Arguably the impact assessment should be able to cover the

most rigorous funder. In my perfect world it would be what is best for FNFC.  There could be a

way to articulate success with narrative elements plus specific organizational requirements that

are needed by that organization knowing that every organization can gauge whether its really

necessary or whether funder can fill in.   Are there specific questions that each organization needs

to ask? As a charitable funder - there aren’t too many things that Sitkawould ask. What works for

REFBCC works for Sitka.  We are able to work with what’s best for vast majority.  Identify how to

make the work for FNFC the lightest as they are putting in the work to create the assessment. It

will likely be good enough for us.

● Tim: BCFLI is open to using the idea of using the impact assessment. There may be specific

questions outside of central narrative that certain funders have and FNFC then works with

funders collaboratively to address those questions.

● Ian (ECCC): Envision some version of a collaborative template which could be a tool for the

grantee that FNFC could potentially use (refer to) based on their own work as they populate the

narrative.  There are 6+ funders but most of those questions are the same because we are all

funding the same project.  Individual questions could be integrated into the narrative which

would pair down the number of extra questions.  ECCC may have some unique questions around

political activities and a series of questions about how much of a punk I was to work with. I have a

reporting template so at some point I need to cut and paste into that.  I would be shocked if 75%

of those questions are different from other funders. We could be reducing duplication.

● Rosie (FNFC) noted that different funders are funding different aspects of the program.  LUSH

funded for eflows. Regional roundtable is through ECCC. All the components are adding up to

bigger 3-year strategy.  Some grants are annually renewed (not 3 year grants)while also having a

narrow focus of funding.



● Leanne (REFBC): Some times we fund a project overall over 3 years.  In some cases we might fund

a piece of project that is particular to our interest in land use and real estate. In principle I like the

idea of us all using the same questions. In practice there might be more tailoring than we all

think.

● Dave Secord: Ideally - we would like to be maximizing overall alignment to minimize tailoring. It

doesn’t mean eliminate tailoring but aiming for just the right amount of minimal tailoring.  If we

could develop a common template devised for this group which is clear and then be explicit that

it needs to be tailored to a particular funder and how.

● Sara Hsiao: Some funders might be open to having a conversation once they’ve received the main

report. Could be a discussion as a another method for gaining information.

● Leanne (REFBC): It is a really good point that we could use the interview format alternative.  That

is a real logistical issue that we would need to manage if we go that way. We just moved to an

online reporting format. We’ve tried to standardize our questions to meet this organizational goal

to learn from our work. We’d need to translate that into our reporting mechanisms. We have 150

active grants files and 2 grants managers which is about 50 reports/eyar. If every one of our

grantees is doing the interviews - on reporting - it becomes unwieldy organizationally. We can be

quite flexible with reporting  but from end point to impact assessment work - we can see that

report helping to answer organizational questions.

○ Sara Hsiao:  The report templates that I’ve seen for REFBC is really outcome focus and

that’s what we tried to create for WFF with an  extra layer of freshwater focus. We see

alignment of priorities between WFF and REFBC.

○ Leanne: The content is there but someone needs to translate it into our various systems;

and most efficient way to do that for everyone and maybe we won’t know until we try;

realities at our end is trying to align with our new reporting system. Don’t want to add

more to grantees. We can be flexible on interim reporting and deadlines but how do we

get that to our outcomes reporting.

● Niveria (Vanc Fdn):  Our focus is on system change and it is built into our online grant

management system. We are looking at how grantees feel that they have impacted systems

change.  This is a question that I’m mullin over - as we’re not getting at the root cause of this is. In

my view, we are not sufficiently funding projects so that there can be focus on reporting and

learning/evaluation pieces for their project activity. I’ve seen this across a variety of sectors. For

example, a group of neighbourhood houses is working on senior issues.  We took a common

report - United Way’s report which had the most questions but didn’t really help us to understand

the project. I’s a common issue - our reporting is baked into the system - we would have to

translate and transcribe that into our system and interpretation of what has been shared with us.

● Leanne (REFBC): It is a little bit of a worry that things will get lost in translation  I do like to hear

directly from the people involved in the project rather than go through my lens.  How do you

make sure that in the translation process that you’re not leaving out important information?  We

ask a survey at the end of the reporting.   Was it too onerous? We can identify new ways but it

has resulted in some great feedback that has helped us adapt.

● Deena (LUSH): In my experience - I will edit an application for a group to help. They then review

that application and it has worked well.  I don’t think it's a huge issue.  We had a form to be filled

out, box that needs to be checked. It is more admin work but it can be done - but I think the



survey is important.

● Tim (BCFLI):  Who is filling in the reports. Should funders be resourcing someone like a Sara - to

do some of that translation. The translation still needs to happen but ideally its not the person

doing the work.

● Leanne (REFBC): Could resources be added and scaled to project complexity, for more of these

more complicated projects. Could we allocate a certain budget on top of the reporting to have

someone like Sara to call on to support that translation piece?  In theory - if people can help work

with grantees - can you imagine working with a grantee like Sara- to bridge to funder reporting

Say Sara was hired to support water for fish - could you coordinate that process, interviews?

Concluding remarks:

● Hearing the challenges as well as the willingness to find a common set of ways.

● This discussion could set the stage for deepening trust and allowing leaders to do an effective

evaluation that provides funders with the metrics they need but does not take away from

leaders measuring their own metrics designed to evaluate their self-determined project/

organizational goals. Perhaps could be a good step in decolonizing philanthropy


